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The DLR2-5C3P is our highly anticipated retrofit downlight (4” and 6”) 
with 5-in-1 color selectability including 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 
and 5000K. This model also includes 3-in-1 wattage selectability from 
8W to 18W. The new DLR2 is the perfect item for stocking distributors 
who want maximize floor space and product availability for customers 
by having an all-in-one type of option. Available in Baffle and Smooth 
finished.

The DLR2-5C3P is quickly becoming our best-selling downlight and we 
expect those numbers to heat up through summer! 

DLR2 SERIES DOWNLIGHT: 5-CCT AND 3-WATTAGE SELECTABLENEW PRODUCT ARRIVAL

Anyone else feeling the heat wave? Summer is officially here, and it won’t let its 
presence go unnoticed. Time to get your best swimsuit and hit the lake, pool, 

beach, shopping plaza water fountain… wherever there is water! 
Enjoy your kids on summer break and be sure to plan a trip 

while the sun is out extra-long. 

Portor has been running the AC 
non-stop and using our Yeti mugs 

to keep our drinks as cool as 
possible all day long!

Change color temperature with the 
simple flip of a switch

Change lumen output for desired 
application

12W*
800 Lm

15W*
1000 Lm

18W*
1150 Lm

2700K I 3000K I 3500K I 4000K I 5000K

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light! 
Wheel out those grills, fill up your ice chests, and throw on your favorite patriotic attire… 
4th of July is here once again, and we are ready to get our red, white and blue on! 

Portor is proud to celebrate American Independence Day as our country continues to be
a melting pot of people sharing the same fundamental values of life, liberty, the pursuit 
of happiness, and that all human beings are created equal. 

LET FREEDOM RING!

* Shown is 6” aperture


